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Abstract: This study establishes design criteria for touchdown and liftoff (TLOF) pads, final approach
and takeoff (FATO), safety areas, gates, and taxiways, which are components necessary for the
operation of vertiports for urban air mobility (UAM), and analyzed vertiport capacity compliant with
the arrangement of the components in a limited space. We used new vertiport design regulations
from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)
for the vertiport design criteria. Vertiport components were sized based on Hyundai Motor’s S-A1
aircraft, and the layouts were classified as linear, satellite, and pier according to the arrangement
of the TLOF pad and gate. The characteristics of each layout were analyzed for the same area.
Based on these layouts, the parking space of Gimpo Airport that will be used for operating airport
shuttles in the Seoul metropolitan area was measured and each layout was arranged to validate the
characteristics of the layouts. Using the MATLAB program, we selected the most efficient layout
among linear, satellite, and pier layouts, and estimated the TLOF pad and gate utilization rate.
In addition, we evaluated the capacity of the two-story vertiport proposed by the Korea Airports
Corporation for efficient use of space.

Keywords: UAM; vertiport; eVTOL; TLOF pad; FATO; vertiport layout; vertiport capacity

1. Introduction

Currently, many companies such as airplane manufacturers, automobile manufac-
turers, and information technology companies are developing urban air mobility (UAM)
as a way to solve the problem of saturation of ground transportation in major cities in
the world. By operating battery-powered electric vertical takeoff and landing (eVTOL)
vehicles in the urban area, UAM is expected to be widely used in the near future for not
only reducing commuting time but also solving environmental problems such as emissions
and noise. Therefore, along with the development of eVTOL aircraft, it is necessary to
study the design criteria of vertiports to accommodate and operate eVTOL aircraft and to
evaluate passenger-carrying capacities.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) analyzed the character-
istics of locations for operating VTOL aircraft along with available spaces such as floating
barges and highway interchanges, considering private land, wind, takeoff distance, and
noise for the Silicon Valley region [1]. At the 2018 Uber Elevate Summit, various designs of
vertiport shapes were presented by several companies, including architecture firms such as
Gannett Fleming and Humphreys & Partners Architects [2–5]. In addition, in 2019, BOKA
Powell selected two locations, downtown Dallas and Frisco in Texas, and presented “Uber
Air 2023 Skyport Mobility Hub Concepts” and offered a specific design that accommodates
electric vehicles and electric scooter charging stations [6].

Parker D. Vascik et al. [7] reviewed the existing heliports to determine the size and
arrangement of the vertiport components and modeled the vertiport using the infrastruc-
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ture variables (TLOF pads, gates, and staging stands) and operating parameters (time
for taxiing, turnaround, arrival and departure, pre-staged aircrafts, and operating pol-
icy). Gurobi 8.0.1 solver and Python 3.6.6 were used to analyze the formulated model
using integer programming. Different from the reference [7] method, which calculates all
possible cases for a specific time, in that study, a method that determines the acceptable
maximum range by plotting an outer line only was implemented using the MATLAB [8].
Shannon Zelinski et al. [9] defined spacing constraints as prescribed for general aviation
visual flight rules (VFR) heliports in [10] and defined perimeter design, central design,
and disconnected design for different square spaces and then compared utilization rates.
Nelson M. Guerreiro et al. [11] analyzed the UAM demand scenario where external enti-
ties (passengers) use a vertiport reservation system in the near future. Scenarios were
classified as a simulation model and a queuing model, and the vertiport for various envi-
ronments was compared and analyzed by applying the first-come and first-served (FCFS)
scheduling algorithms. M. H. Vázquez et al. [12] presented a method based on integer
programming, which created a vertiport design automatically for a given area. In that
study, more than 25 million combinations of the different parameters were obtained and
analyzed. F. Knabe et al. [13] defined an exemplary vertidrome concept, namely, a linear
independent expandable drive-through (LIEDT) topology, as well as operating and traffic
rules for arriving and departing vehicles.

In this study, the Hyundai S-A1 eVTOL aircraft was applied to the vertiport design
regulations to study the location-based vertiport capacity analysis and design criteria.
Moreover, since UAM mainly pertain to urban areas where a vertiport may be installed in
a limited space, vertiport components were laid out according to the actual space, and the
capacity of each layout was compared using the MATLAB program. Finally, we chose the
most efficient arrangement for the space and calculated the number of passengers per hour.

2. Components of Vertiport
2.1. Vertiport Component Sizing

Among UAM infrastructure operating in urban areas, a vertiport has a limited number
of components because it cannot be allocated a large space like an existing airport or
heliport. Vertiport components are composed of TLOF pads, gates, induction paths, and
so forth. We investigated various arrangements of components by referencing studies
from the literature from the FAA and EASA. The FAA announced that they are discussing
with EASA and ICAO about the vertiport installation standards, such as the TLOF, FATO,
and safety area based on the maximum aircraft dimensions. The controlling dimension
(CD) is the longest distance between the two outermost opposite points on the aircraft
(e.g., wingtip-to-wingtip, rotor tip-to-rotor tip, rotor tip-to-wingtip, or fuselage-to-rotor tip),
measured on a level horizontal plane that includes all adjustable components extended
to their maximum outboard deflection [14]. EASA [15] classifies VTOL-capable aircraft as
an enhanced category, and the standards for these are described in SC-VTOL-01. EASA
uses the term ‘D-value’ to define the limiting dimension. ‘D’ represents the diameter of
the smallest circle that surrounds the VTOL aircraft projection and contains the radius
of the rotation of the rotor on the horizontal plane when the aircraft is in takeoff and
landing configuration. Basically, both the FAA and EASA classify VTOL aircraft as small
helicopters with an MTOW of less than 3175 kg (7000 pounds), but regulations of the two
agencies for the vertiport are described differently. Thus, in each section, we applied both
regulations separately.

In this study, to provide a sufficient margin (e.g., considering rotor pitch), the size of
the vertiport components was determined based on the size of the Hyundai S-A1 diagonal
length, which is classified as a large eVTOL aircraft. The rectangular projected area of
the S-A1 is 15 m × 10.7 m, so the 18.4 m diagonal length of the rectangle is designated as
the CD.
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When determining the size of the vertiport TLOF pad, as shown in Figure 1, we used a
circular TLOF pad made by the CD because a circular shaped pad could be more recognized
by a pilot than a square or rectangular shape in an urban environment [10].
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Figure 1. Size of TLOF pad for S-A1.

The TLOF pad is a load-bearing, generally paved area, on which the VTOL aircraft
takes off and lands. According to the engineering brief (EB), the landing area design and
geometry includes the TLOF, the FATO, and the safety area [14], as shown in Figure 2. In the
FATO area, it should be clear with no penetrations or obstructions except for navigational
aids that are fixed-by-function, which must be on frangible mounts. To prevent a short
circuit or lighting strike, a concrete surface is recommended on elevated TLOFs. In the
case of elevated heliports with reinforced concrete construction of TLOF/FATO, cases of
autopilot and avionics failure have been reported in some types of helicopters due to the
creation of a strong magnetic field in the reinforced concrete slab. This could be an issue
for UAM with advanced avionics. The imaginary surfaces for heliports are applicable
to vertiports and include the primary surface, approach, and transitional surfaces. In a
vertiport, the primary surface is the FATO.
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A vertiport needs to be provided with at least one FATO. The minimum width of a
FATO is at least two times the CD of the design helicopter but not less than 100 ft (30.5 m)
VTOL aircraft [14]. At elevations above 1000 ft mean sea level (MSL), a longer FATO is
required to provide an increased safety margin and greater operational flexibility [10]. The
safety area extends outward on all sides of the FATO for a distance of at least one-half the
CD and is not necessarily a solid [14]. The size of the TLOF pad is 18.4 m, the FATO is
36.8 m, and the safety area is 55.2 m as shown in Figure 2. The EASA [15] regulates the
minimum dimensions of the TLOF as 0.83 CD, the FATO as 1.5 CD, and the safety area
as the area extended by the greater distance of 3 m or 0.25 CD to the FATO. If the size of
the vertiport component is determined according to the EASA regulations, the TLOF pad,
the FATO, and the safety area are 15.272 m, 27.6 m, and 33.2 m, respectively, as shown
in Figure 3.
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A vertiport supports aircraft takeoff and landing on a vertipad, parking at the gate, pas-
sengers getting on and off, recharging, and it can additionally support MRO (maintenance,
repair, and overhaul) or aircraft lifting depending on the situation.

Since the FAA has not yet formulated rules for vertiport gates, we made assumptions
about gate size based on existing heliport rules. The size of the gate depends on the number
and size of the specific aircraft to be accommodated. It is not necessary that every gate
accommodate the design helicopter. However, the design helicopter is used to determine
the separation between gates and taxiways, and the minimum clearance length is one-third
CD. Regardless of helicopter size, the minimum clearance between the tail rotor arcs is
10 ft for ground taxi operations. Ground taxi turns of wheeled helicopters are significantly
larger than a hover turn [10]. Therefore, the vertiport in this study does not have a separate
apron, and additionally supports recharging, passenger embarking/disembarking, and
turnaround and has a 21.4 m maximum gate size by adding 10 ft to the CD as shown
in Figure 4.

The EASA [15] also regulates the area supporting the loading or unloading of passen-
gers and cargo, and parking, recharging, and maintenance as ‘stand’. The stand should
provide a circular area with a size of 1.2 times the maximum aircraft dimensions as
shown in Figure 5. The EASA also regulates geometry-based stands that include a 3 m
protection area.
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According to a study on ramp operation of commuter VTOL aircraft [16], passengers
are not allowed to embark and disembark at the runway when the aircraft’s propellers are
operating within 200 ft, but the condition was not considered by assuming that eVTOL
aircraft does not operate propellers while the passengers are embarking and disembarking.

The FAA’s EB noted that taxiing is an acceptable practice in vertiports and that the EB
revision will provide guidance for vertiport taxiways, taxiways, and helicopter parking.
According to AC 150/5390-2C [10], the dimensions of taxiways are a function of helicopter
size and type of taxi operations. For the ground taxiways covered in this study, cement,
concrete, asphalt, or stabilized surfaces, such as turf, must be provided in accordance with
the standards of items P-217 of AC 150/5370-10 [17]. This standard meets the pavement
guidelines applicable to the TLOF and FATO in a new document from the FAA. Because
taxiways are very close to the touchdown and liftoff areas, for unpaved portions, a turf
cover must be provided or the surface must be treated in some way to prevent dirt and
debris from being raised by a taxiing VTOL aircraft’s rotor wash. Clearance must be secured
on both sides of the taxiway so that the minimum size is twice the size of the design aircraft
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or 1.5 times the rotor diameter. Since hover guidance requires twice the rotor diameter and
ground guidance requires 1.5 times the rotor diameter [10], the overall width of the taxiway
was determined to be 27.6 m, which is 1.5 times the CD as shown in Figure 6. According
to EASA regulation, the transverse slope of a VTOL-capable aircraft taxiway should not
exceed 2 percent and the longitudinal slope should not exceed 3 percent. The ground
taxi-route should have a minimum width of 1.5 times the overall width of the largest VTOL
aircraft [15], so that the width of the taxiway is also 27.6 m.
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Tables 1 and 2 summarizes the regulations and sizes of the components used in the
vertiport capacity analysis.

Table 1. Regulation and dimensions of primary vertiport components that comply with the FAA’s
new regulations.

Components Regulation Dimension

TLOF pad CD 18.4 m
FATO 2 × CD 36.8 m

Safety Area 3 × CD (1/2 CD added to edge of FATO) 55.2 m
Gate CD + 10 ft 21.4 m

Taxiway Width CD + 1/2 CD 27.6 m

Table 2. Regulation and dimensions of primary vertiport components that comply with new
EASA regulations.

Components Regulation Dimension

TLOF pad 0.83 × CD 15.272 m
FATO 1.5 × CD 27.6 m

Safety Area FATO + max(3 m, 0.25 × CD) 32.2 m
Gate 1.2 × CD 22.08 m

Taxiway Width 1.5 × CD 27.6 m

2.2. Other Constraints for Vertiport Components

According to the FAA [14], an approach/departure surface is centered on each ap-
proach/departure path, and the approach/departure path starts at the edge of the FATO
and slopes upward at 8:1 for a distance of 4000 ft (1219 m) where the width is 500 ft (152 m)
at a height of 500 ft (152 m) above the vertiport elevation. The transitional surfaces extend
outward and upward from the lateral boundaries of the primary surface and from the
approach surfaces at a slope of 2:1, horizontal units and vertical units, respectively, for 250 ft
(76 m) measured horizontally from the centerline of the primary and approach surfaces [14].

When one TLOF supports takeoff and landing in multi-directions, at least 135 degrees
is required between two surfaces. The area below the approach/departure surface should
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be clear of penetrations and obstructions to the approach/departure and transitional
surfaces [14]. This is an important standard that should be applied to existing objects and
newly installed structures in urban areas. The application of the rules for access routes and
transition surfaces and airspace is explained with the figures in Section 3.

A 60 m separation distance between two FATOs has been recognized as a reference
for simultaneous helicopter landings and takeoffs where the courses to be flown do not
conflict and where the MTOW of the helicopter does not exceed 3175 kg. This distance
can be used as a reference for conducting a safety assessment to determine whether the
distance for VTOL capable aircraft should be adapted [15].

The approach/departure surface and the transitional surface with a 1:8 slope are
shown in Figure 7. The dimensions of an omnidirectional obstacle-free volume is shown in
Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Dimensions of an omnidirectional obstacle-free volume.

According to FAA Joint Order 7110.65Z, Section 3-11-5 [18], aircraft can perform
simultaneous takeoffs or landings from TLOF pads with more than a 200 ft centerline
separation, and the U.S. Army carries out an operation from TLOF pads 150 ft apart [7]. If
there is more than one FATO in a heliport, AC 150/5390-2C [10] recommends that multiple
aircraft be operated simultaneously by designating the minimum distance between the
FATO perimeters as 200 ft (61 m) to separate the perimeters of the two FATOs so that the
safety areas do not overlap.
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In this study, the minimum distance between the FATO perimeters was set to 61 m
(200 ft) and the minimum distance between the perimeters of the safety area was set
to 42.6 m.

2.3. Comparison of Topologies

This section compares the linear, satellite, and pier layouts that we applied for the
same area to comply with the FAA’s and EASA’s new regulations. First, the minimum area
required for each layout of the vertiport was determined using the sizes of the TLOF pad
and gate. For satellite topology and pier topology, the area was designed to be capable of
holding at least two gates per one TLOF pad. According to the FAA’s and EASA’s new reg-
ulations, the standard area required in common for the three deployments is 15,850.56 m2

and 7384.8 m2, respectively, and the linear, satellite, and pier layout configurations were
determined by applying the previously defined vertiport component sizes. When the linear
topology tends to support takeoff and landing in one direction, the transition surface is
as shown in Figures 9 and 10. For satellite and pier topologies that support relatively
multidirectional takeoff and landing, the preferred approach/departure surface is based on
the predominant wind direction. Where a reciprocal approach/departure surface is not
possible in the opposite direction, it is recommended to use a minimum 135-degree angle
between the two surfaces [14].
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Figure 10. Example of linear topology that complies with the EASA’s new regulations.

In a linear topology, several TLOF pads are usually arranged in a row, which is
efficient for thin and long spaces such as along a seaside or a riverside. This topology has
an advantage when TLOF pads are without gates. Each TLOF pad can take the role of a
gate and this arrangement is relatively simple. However, it is necessary to secure additional
space in the other than takeoff and landing directions when this topology is installed on
a single or lower floor. Therefore, it is necessary to secure additional space in accordance
with the approach/departure surface and path regulations in reference [9], considering the
height of the structures that may interfere with takeoff and landing around the TLOF pad.
An example of a linear topology with a TLOF pad is shown in Figures 9 and 10.

The satellite topology is suitable for a square or circle space, such as SHoP’s Architects’
Arc’ skyport [19], in which one or more TLOF pads are surrounded by several gates. As
shown in Figures 11 and 12, the gate is highly utilized because the length of the taxiways is
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constant. However, this method has constraints in taking off and landing in the direction
of the gate and in integrating with the existing infrastructure.
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Figure 12. Example of satellite topology that complies with the EASA’s new regulation.

The pier topology has an intermediate rectangular form between a linear topology
and a satellite topology. This layout separates the area of the TLOF and the gate to make
the takeoff and landing angles at the TLOF pad wider, and a large number of gates can
increase the gate utilization. However, since this arrangement shares one taxiway, aircraft
turnaround times may be extended and the gate area may be congested. To overcome
these problems, a high-level flight air traffic control (ATC) system or two or more taxiways
is necessary. A minimum space example of the pier layout providing a multidirectional
approach/departure path is shown in Figures 13 and 14. The minimum space was not
mentioned in the EASA’s new regulation [15], except for the protection area, which is
1.2 times CD.
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3. Application to Gimpo Airport
3.1. Size of Gimpo Airport First Parking Lot

The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport of Korea announced a road map
to utilize airport control, radar, and navigation safety facilities considering the utilization
of existing air traffic infrastructure such as at Incheon Airport and Gimpo Airport in Korea.
Since vertiports in the airport have the advantage of utilizing the airport’s professional
manpower and infrastructure in case of emergency and the initial market for UAM is air
ambulances and airport shuttles, this study analyzed three types of layouts for Gimpo
Airport. The dimensions were calculated using the distance measurement function of Naver
Map [20] for analysis, and the previously determined sizes of the vertiport components
were used. The parking space was measured for the current parking space at Gimpo
Airport’s current parking lot and the expanded parking space including the surrounding
vacant lot. The FAA’s on-airport location of a FATO was reviewed because it is a vertiport
to be installed close to the airport runway. The distance between the runway and the center
of the FATO requires a minimum separation of 300 ft (91 m) for aircraft weighing less than
12,500 pounds (5670 kg) [14]. The distance between the space considered and the runway
is more than 700 m, so it satisfies the requirements.

In this study, a single floor parking space was used. The Korea Airports Corporation
presents a double-decker vertihub as shown in Figure 15, and each floor can share aircraft
with the others through an elevator.
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Figure 15. Gimpo Airport vertihub design of the Korea Airport Corporation [21].

When the vertiport consists of only a single floor, the efficient layout was estimated
by classifying the vertiport components into three types in the measured space. The
passenger waiting space was considered as an additional component, and for efficient
aircraft turnover, a constraint was given to connect at least two gates per one TLOF pad to
the remaining space except for the passenger waiting area. Since there is an airport runway
in the southwest as shown in Figure 16, the TLOF pad was placed to take off and land
except in the southwest direction.
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Figure 16. Two topologies for the Gimpo Airport parking lot: (a) current parking space; (b) expanded
parking space.

3.2. Three Types of Topology
3.2.1. Linear Topology

In the linear topology, several TLOF pads and gates are arranged in a line. In the
absence of a gate, the TLOF pad takes over the role of a gate, so the aircraft turnaround
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is performed on the TLOF pad. The linear topology is arranged to support simultaneous
operation so that the aircraft operating interval is short, which is useful when it is installed
in a narrow and long space [22]. If the space width is large enough, the TLOF pad and gate
are installed in a line, which enables simple and fast operation. For the linear topology of
the Gimpo Airport parking lot, two layouts were considered, as shown in Figures 17 and 18,
that respectively comply with the FAA’s and EASA’s new regulations, and the components
of the TLOF pad, gate, and taxiway including the passenger waiting area were included.
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Figure 17. Linear topologies for the Gimpo Airport parking lot that comply with the FAA’s new
regulations: (a) current parking space; (b) expanded parking space.
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Figure 18. Linear topologies for the Gimpo Airport parking lot that comply with the EASA’s new
regulations: (a) current parking space; (b) expanded parking space.

3.2.2. Satellite Topology

A satellite topology has one or more TLOF pads connected to a gate distributed on a
circumference of the TLOF pad. In this layout, gates below the flight path cannot be used
and are suitable for installation on rooftops and grid-type districts of cities and suburb
square spaces [22]. As shown in Figures 19 and 20, the satellite topology can have a
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relatively large number of gates per TLOF pad compared to the linear topology, and the
aircraft throughput in the TLOF pad is high because the guidance distance is shorter than
that of the pier topology.
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Figure 19. Satellite topologies for the Gimpo Airport parking lot that comply with the FAA’s new
regulations: (a) current parking space; (b) expanded parking space.
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Figure 20. Satellite topologies for the Gimpo Airport parking lot that comply with the EASA’s new
regulations: (a) current parking space; (b) expanded parking space.

3.2.3. Pier Topology

The pier topology is a layout in which aircraft can be moved through a long gate aisle.
Since the pier topology can accommodate more gates and aircraft than the satellite topology,
it can be used to deploy multiple aircraft and to shorten embarkation and disembarkation
times [22]. As shown in Figures 21 and 22, since the TLOF pad and the gate area are clearly
separated, congestion of the vertiport is low.
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Figure 21. Pier topologies for the Gimpo Airport parking lot that comply with the FAA’s new
regulations: (a) current parking space; (b) expanded parking space.
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Figure 22. Pier topologies for the Gimpo Airport parking lot that comply with the EASA’s new
regulations: (a) current parking space; (b) expanded parking space.

4. Capacity Analysis for Each Topology
4.1. Theoretical Background

For UAM operation, a vertiport will be newly built in a limited space in a downtown
area or integrated with existing infrastructure. Therefore, it is necessary to consider a layout
that can operate as many aircraft as possible in a limited space, so we compared the three
layouts reviewed in the previous section under the same conditions to evaluate capacity.

The operating procedure of the aircraft in the vertiport is shown in Figure 23. While
the simultaneous operating distance of AC 150/5390-2C was applied, the capacity analysis
code was written with the assumption that the vertiport is empty at t = 0. To accommodate
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the maximum number of aircraft, arrival is prioritized over departure in the TLOF pad.
For the safe operation of the vertiport, there can be only one aircraft at the node where the
TLOF pad and gate are connected. For example, when an aircraft is arriving at a vertiport
with one TLOF pad, step 5© cannot be performed.
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Figure 24 shows the possible departure/arrival integer pairs. The section a© is the
number of times the vertiport can accommodate the arrival of aircraft and is created
to be as much as the number of aircraft arrivals that fill the gate in the initial state.
Sections b© and f© are linear by giving priority to arrival where departure or arrival is
possible. Sections c© and e© are free-operation sections, and in section c©, departures
can occur without reducing the number of arrivals. The free-operation section may vary
depending on the number of prearranged aircraft, arrival time, departure time, turnaround
time, etc. [7]. Section d© is a section in which the sum of feasible departures and arrivals in
the vertiport is maximum and can be created as a single point or as a line by decreasing
arrivals and increasing departures. Therefore, an integer pair in this section means the
maximum capacity of the vertiport. Section g© is created when there is an aircraft prepared
in advance, i.e., when an arrival is blocked and a departure occurs.
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𝑁𝑡𝑙𝑜𝑓

𝑛=1

− ∑ 𝑁𝑑𝑒𝑝(𝑡, 𝑛)

𝑁𝑡𝑙𝑜𝑓

𝑛=1

≥ 0  ∀ 𝑡, 𝑛  (1) 

∑ (𝐶𝑡𝑙𝑜𝑓

𝑁𝑡𝑙𝑜𝑓

𝑛=1

+ 𝐶𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖) = 𝑁𝑡𝑙𝑜𝑓   ∀ 𝑡  (2) 

∑ (𝐶𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝑁𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝑛=1

+ 𝐶𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖) = 𝑁𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑒   ∀ 𝑡  (3) 

𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑑(𝑡, 𝑛) ≤
𝑁𝑎𝑟𝑟(𝑡, 𝑛) + 𝑁𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖(𝑡)

2
   ∀ 𝑡  (4) 

Figure 24. Integer pairs of departures and arrivals: section a© is the number of accommodated
aircraft when the vertiport is empty; b© and f© are the priority arrival sections; c© and e© are the
free-operation sections; section d© has the maximum of feasible departure and arrival; and section
g© is the section with prepared departure aircraft.
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In this study, the capacity was analyzed using Matlab and the departure/arrival integer
pair was expressed while satisfying Equations (1)–(4) for n gates and time t. Figure 25
shows the operation procedure of each aircraft at one to four gates of a vertiport with one
TLOF pad and four gates.
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Figure 25. TLOF pad utilization rate (one TLOF pad, four gates).

The TLOF pad utilization rate is the time ratio for arrival, taxi-in, taxi-out, and depar-
ture in the total time as shown in Figure 25. The gate utilization rate is calculated as the
average of the time ratio of the taxi-in, taxi-out, and turnaround time on each gate in the
total time, and then calculated again as an average for all gates when the capacity reaches
the max-throughput in Equation (5). In the case of gate utilization, even if the turnaround of
the aircraft is completed, there could be a waiting time for departure that is due to priority
on arrival, and this congestion time is also counted. The gate holding time increases when
the equal sign is satisfied in Equation (4) and is calculated using Equation (6). Table 3
summarizes the variables used in the equations.

Ntlo f

∑
n=1

Narr(t, n)−
Ntlo f

∑
n=1

Ndep(t, n) ≥ 0 ∀ t, n (1)

Ntlo f

∑
n=1

(Ctlo f + Ctaxi) = Ntlo f ∀ t (2)

Ngate

∑
n=1

(Cgate + Ctaxi) = Ngate ∀ t (3)

Ntrd(t, n) ≤ Narr(t, n) + Ntaxi(t)
2

∀ t (4)

tg−h(t, n) =
ttrd·∑

Ngate
n=1 (Ntrd(t, n))

Ngate·T
∀ t, n (5)

∑
Ngate
n=1

(
tg−h(t, n)

)
Ngate·T

∀ t, n (6)

where Narr(t, n), Ndep(t, n), Ctlo f (t, n), Cgate(t, n), Ctaxi, Ntrd(t, n), Ngate(t, n) are posi-
tive integers.
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Table 3. Variables for capacity determination algorithm.

Variable Meaning

Ctlo f Capacity of TLOF pads

Cgate Capacity of gates

Ctaxi Capacity of taxiways

Ntlo f Number of TLOF pads of vertiport

Ngate Number of gates of vertiport

Narr(t, n) Number of completed arrivals at n-th gate

Ndep(t, n) Number of completed departures at n-th gate

Ntaxi(t) Number of completed taxing operation

ttrd(t, n) Turnaround time at n-th gate

tg−h(t, n) Gate holding time at n-th gate

T Operation time

The dimensions and slope of obstacle limitation surfaces for all visual FATOs were
summarized in Table 4.

Table 4. Dimensions and slope of obstacle limitation surfaces for all visual FATOs [15].

Components Slope Design Categories

Length of inner edge Width of Safety Area Width of Safety Area Width of Safety Area

Length 3386 m 245 m 1220 m

Slope 4.5%
(1:22.2)

8%
(1:12.5)

12.5%
(1:8)

Transitional Surface Slope 50%
(1:2)

50%
(1:2)

50%
(1:2)

Transitional Surface Height 45 m 45 m 45 m

4.2. Application to Three Kinds of Topologies

The number of arrivals and departures of aircraft is the most important factor for
analyzing throughput of a vertiport. Therefore, TLOF pad utilization is prior criteria for
an efficient layout, and gate utilization should be considered when similar TLOF pad
utilizations are given. Although the taxiways connecting the TLOF pad and the gate have
different lengths, in this study, all taxiing times were assumed to be 15 s. In addition, the
capacity of each vertiport was calculated for 15 min initially, and converted for one hour of
operation to have the highest efficiency so that the analysis data can be easily interpreted.
Segment time spending for one TLOF pad and four gates was explained in Table 5.

Table 5. Segment time spending (one TLOF pad, four gates).

Time Spending Time (s)

Arrival 60
Taxi-in 15

Turnaround 300
Taxi-out 15

Departure 60

An example of a vertiport composed of one TLOF pad and four gates with an empty
vertiport was analyzed as shown in Figure 26. This analysis shows the maximum capacity
that performs the (7, 4) arrivals and departures or the (6, 5) arrivals and departures by
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applying the time duration of each section in Table 5 during a 15 min operation time.
# stands for arrival, × stands for departure, � stands for free-arrival, and * stands for
max-throughput. If there is no *, the last generated × becomes the unique max-throughput.
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Figure 26. Example of vertiport capacity (one TLOF pad, four gates).

For the S-A1 capable of carrying four passengers, this vertiport can accommodate
20 passengers during its 15 min operation time because it can perform five departures after
six aircraft arrivals for max-throughput so it can accommodate 80 passengers per hour.
Table 6 summarizes the results of this analysis.

Table 6. Analysis results of vertiport consisting of one TLOF and four gates.

Number of TLOF Pads 1

Number of gates 4
TLOF pad utilization (%) 91.7

Gate utilization (%) 61.9
Gate holding (%) 8.3

Maximum number of passengers per hour 80

4.3. Application to Gimpo Airport

For the current parking space of Gimpo Airport assumed as having a single story,
the capacities of each linear, satellite, and pier topologies are shown in Figures 27–32,
respectively, by applying the regulations of the FAA and EASA. The utilization and capacity
for the satellite topology are calculated as the average of operating one TLOF pad and two
gates and one TLOF pad and four gates because TLOF pads cannot share a gate.
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Figure 32. Capacity of a pier topology for the current Gimpo Airport parking lot that complies with
the EASA’s new regulations.

As shown in Table 7, the pier topology with 2 TLOF pads and 12 gates shows the best
efficiency with 100% TLOF pad utilization. In addition, the arrival/departure pair (12, 12)
with the most departures can be selected from the max-throughput because departures
are important as a criterion for determining the number of accommodated passengers.
Assuming that this vertiport operates an eVTOL aircraft carrying 4 passengers, excluding
the pilot, it can carry 48 passengers in 15 min, through 48 arrivals and 48 departures, and
can accommodate a total of 192 passengers per hour if 1 h operation time is used instead
of 15 min.
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Table 7. Results of each topology for the current Gimpo parking lot space that complies with the
FAA’s new regulations.

Topology Number of
TLOF Pads

Number of
Gates

TLOF Pad
Utilization (%)

Gate
Utilization (%)

Linear 2 6 83.3 72.4
Satellite 4 16 91.7 43.4

Pier 2 12 100 55.5

As shown in Table 8, the satellite topology that complies with the EASA’s new
regulations shows the best efficiency with 95.8% TLOF pad utilization. In addition,
the arrival/departure pair (18, 16) with the most departures can be selected from the
max-throughput because departures are important as a criterion for determining the
number of accommodated passengers. Assuming that this vertiport operates an eV-
TOL aircraft carrying 4 passengers, excluding the pilot, it can accommodate a total of
256 passengers per hour.

Table 8. Results of each topology for the current Gimpo parking lot space that complies with the
EASA’s new regulations.

Topology Number of
TLOF Pads

Number of
Gates

TLOF Pad
Utilization (%)

Gate
Utilization (%)

Linear 3 8 75 53.6

Satellite 4 18 95.8 43.2

Pier 3 13 94.4 53.5

In the same way, the capacities of the linear, satellite, and pier topologies for the
expanded space of Gimpo Airport are shown in Figures 33–38, respectively, by applying
the regulations of the FAA and EASA. As shown in Table 9, the satellite topology with
3 TLOF pads and 11 gates shows the best efficiency of 88.9% TLOF pad utilization. For
(18, 14) arrival/departure pairs with the maximum departures, assuming an eVTOL car-
rying 4 passengers, it can carry 56 passengers in 15 min, and can accommodate a total
of 272 passengers with 72 arrivals and 68 departures per hour if 1 h operation time is
used instead of 15 min. As shown in Table 10, the pier topology that complies with the
EASA’s new regulations shows the best efficiency with 100% TLOF pad utilization. In
addition, the arrival/departure pair (24, 24) with the most departures can be selected
from the max-throughput because departures are important as a criterion for determin-
ing the number of accommodated passengers. Assuming that this vertiport operates an
eVTOL aircraft carrying 4 passengers, excluding the pilot, it can accommodate a total of
384 passengers per hour.

Table 9. Results of each topology for the expanded Gimpo parking lot space that complies with the
FAA’s new regulations.

Topology Number of
TLOF Pads

Number of
Gates

TLOF Pad
Utilization (%)

Gate
Utilization (%)

Linear 3 8 75 70.2
Satellite 3 9 83.3 69.4

Pier 3 11 88.9 54.2
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Table 10. Results of each topology for the expanded Gimpo parking lot space that complies with the
EASA’s new regulations.

Topology Number of
TLOF Pads

Number of
Gates

TLOF Pad
Utilization (%)

Gate
Utilization (%)

Linear 4 8 58.3 54.8
Satellite 2 7 87.5 52.2

Pier 4 20 100 57.5
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Figure 38. Capacity of a pier topology for the expanded Gimpo Airport parking lot that complies
with the EASA’s new regulations.

As a result, if the FAA’s new regulations are applied, the most efficient vertiport layout
for UAM operation in the Gimpo Airport parking lot is a pier topology consisting of two
TLOF pads and 12 gates for the current parking space and the pier topology consisting
of three TLOF pads and 11 gates for the expanded parking space. If the EASA’s new
regulations are applied, the most efficient layouts are the satellite topology consisting of
4 TLOF pads and 18 gates for the current parking space and pier topology consisting of
4 TLOF pads and 20 gates for the expanded parking space.
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The approach/departure surface that comply with the EASA’s new regulations is
applied to Gimpo Airport as shown in Figures 39 and 40. The dimensions of the ap-
proach/departure surface at Gimpo Airport is summarized in Table 11.
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Table 11. The dimensions of the approach/departure surface for the pier topology at the current
Gimpo Airport parking lot that comply with the EASA’s new regulations.

Sections Standard Applied Value

Approach/departure surface 1:8 (12.5%) 1:8 (12.5%)

TO Safety area + CD 50.6 m

FATO 2 × CD 27.6 m

h1 - 3 m

h2 ≥ h1 30.5 m

4.4. Application to the Design Proposed by Korea Airports Corporation

The capacity analysis algorithm was applied to the vertihub in Figure 15 presented by
the Korea Airports Corporation. Each floor of this vertihub consists of a total of 5 TLOF
pads and 51 gates as shown in Figures 41 and 42, and an aircraft can be moved to another
floor through an elevator. The capacity was analyzed by assuming that a double-decker
vertihub is the same as a single floor.
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Figure 42. The upper deck design of the Gimpo Airport vertihub [21].

As shown in Figure 43 and Table 12, the total number of passengers who can be
accommodated at the Gimpo Airport vertihub is 448 for 15 min operation time. Converting
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to one hour of operation time, it can accommodate a total of 472 passengers with 118 arrivals
and 118 departures.
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Table 12. Analysis results of the vertihub of the Korea Airports Corporation.

Number of TLOF Pads 5

Number of gates 51

TLOF pad utilization (%) 93.3

Gate utilization (%) 41.0

Gate holding (%) 0.8

Maximum number of passengers per hour 472

The gate size of this vertihub is 18 m in diameter, which is different from this research.
The proposed gate sizes and the total number of gates are different because of the size gap
between aircraft designated by the Korea Airports Corporation and S-A1.

4.5. Results of Analysis

Figures 44 and 45 show the TLOF pad utilization and the maximum number of pas-
sengers per hour for different numbers of TLOF pads and gates. The TLOF pad utilization,
which is the standard for the process of selecting an efficient layout, is proportional to the
number of passengers. Figure 44 shows that the maximum efficiency can be obtained by
using the fewest components when the ratio of TLOF pad to gate is 1:5. Figure 45 proposes
the criteria for selecting the number of TLOF pads and gates for the given vertiport space.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, we studied the required site space and design criteria for a vertiport
to efficiently utilize the limited available urban space in a UAM operation. Using the
new FAA and EASA vertiport regulations issued in 2022, we studied the components and
constraints of the vertiport, as well as the general characteristics of the linear, satellite, and
pier topologies for the same area. Based on the K-UAM demonstration route, three types of
vertiport layouts were applied to the parking lot of Gimpo Airport, which will be used as
an airport shuttle vertiport in Seoul, and an efficient layout was proposed by analyzing the
hourly capacity.
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The size of the vertiport components depends on the size of the eVTOL aircraft to
be operated, so the standard size of the vertiport components might vary. The vertiport
component size was determined based on the relatively large Hyundai S-A1 eVTOL aircraft
to be operated in Korea, which is the background of this study.

In this study, since a vertiport is to be installed and operated in a downtown area, the
TLOF pad that requires a long taxiway was not considered. Results from this research can
be used to validate the installation of a vertiport using hourly passenger demand calculated
from the commuting population in the area.

By reviewing the utilization of the TLOF pad and gate, we can determine whether
the installed vertiport has sufficient space to contain the components for efficient vertiport
operation. Furthermore, if a different taxiing time is applied to each layout, a more realistic
and accurate capacity can be obtained. In addition, if detailed characteristics such as
the recharge time of the aircraft is considered with various eVTOL aircraft, the vertiport
capacity can be calculated more accurately.
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